Tatar Literature Today Minnullin Tufan Editor
robert minnullin’s translations of children's literature - the article is devoted to the translation activity
of the famous tatar poet, publicist, and journalist robert minnullin. most of the poetic works of the author
belong to children's literature. in the field of translations, he focuses on translating works for children and
acquaints the young reader with the "world of childhood" in the book review: adel kutuy. unsent letters:
stories, a poem ... - unsent letters: stories, a poem in prose published in 2013 by tatar book publishing
house is another volume in the series “world of tatar literature”. aimed to familiarize russian-speaking readers
with tatar literature classics the series consists of four books and focuses on crea-tive work of alyazov,
t.minnullin, hkhit, a.kutuy. doi: 10.7596/taksad.v7i4 - kutaksam.karabuk - public organizations of tatar
students in the ottoman empire in the beginning of 20th century. journal of history culture and art research,
7(4), ... istanbul societies mentioned in the literature, the organizations of young people in cairo, mecca,
medina ... development remains today an urgent task. ... tatar edebİyatinin az bİlİnen bİr tÜrÜ:
mÜnacatlar - neglected for a long time and they have started to become popular again nowadays. this sort of
literature which is based on religion and beliefs has a significant place and many written examples in tatar
literature. in today’s tatar society, it is observed that fervent prayers have become a current issue and they
have been
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